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Totally TABOO sex stories collection of TEMPTATION, SEDUCTION, & PENETRATION! This wet and
steamy box set is stuffed with HUGE alpha males who love to DOMINATE eager, inexperienced brats. This
bundle will bring your WILDEST, MOST TABOO SEX FANTASIES to life! 18 TABOO STORIES INSIDE
+ 3 FREE BONUS STORIES! Sizzling hot erotica short stories of forbidden FIRST TIMES with untouched
brats. You won't need protection for these brats! Forbidden and off limits girls getting PLEASURED for the
first time. The man of the house shows these little brats who think that they can do whatever they want while
flaunting their perfect little fertile bodies in front of him how to behave. He is going to take what is his all
while unprotected. These brats will no longer be able to continue teasing him with their princess smile while
he is deep inside. Think you can handle what awaits you inside? WHAT'S INSIDE: Over 100,000+ steamy hot
words involving the forbidden kind of relationships. Unlike competing mega bundles by other authors, you
won't find any repeats in this mammoth collection. Each story is unique, explicit and totally HOT! The stories
are so hot and feature extreme taboo content that I can't even mention the titles here! Don't miss out on this
splendidly sordid bundle of erotic short stories. LIMITED TIME INTRODUCTION PRICE OFFER.
GRAB YOUR COPY NOW. ***DOWNLOAD IS FOR FREE FOR ALL KINDLE UNLIMITED USERS &
PRIME MEMBERS*** The Authors: Lexi Hunt & Kelly Leigh are two of the hottest writers the genre has to
offer. With their "down and dirty" style, these tales are sure to please you!

